
CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS 

With network connectivity 
in more than 190 
countries and data centres 
located worldwide you can 
connect sites wherever 
you are.

Colocation is ideal for businesses that want to keep control of their servers, but 

require more space, bandwidth and security than their office location can offer. 

Easynet provides a large choice of different locations to suit the business needs 

of companies and can take away the challenge of air conditioning, fire prevention, 

security and resilient high bandwidth connectivity.

What is it? 
Easynet Colocation enables you to host your application servers, websites and 

business applications within controlled, high-security data centres connected 

directly to Easynet network services. This provides a cost effective way to host IT 

infrastructure compared to trying to create a suitable environment in house. 

Easynet provides solution design, service implementation and 24x7 support from 

our Network Management Centre. Customers’ IT infrastructure can be connected 

to Easynet network services via high bandwidth connections from 1Mbps to 1Gbps. 

Rack space is available to order in single U, multiple U, half or full racks.
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     Key benefits

 y Choice: A range of secure, reliable and controlled  
facilities to match your IT requirements

 y Performance: High performance, scalable network 
services with resilient design options

 y Improve business continuity : Housing your 
IT equipment off site in one of our secure data 
centres ensures that your business can continue 
to run smoothly despite any office impacting 
disasters. 
 

 y Flexibility: Geographically diverse, on-net data centres 
for improved business continuity

 y Remote: Remote hands means no need to travel to the 
data centre

 y Reduce costs: By centralising your IT equipment off site 
you can reduce costly duplicated multi-site resource and 
maintenance.



CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS 

    Technical specifications 

 y Tier III standard infrastructure: Our data centres offer 

up to Tier III certification for N+1 resilience.

 y 24x7 security access: To ensure an integrated high level 

of security at the data centre, CCTV cameras and door 

alarms are in operation 24x7 inside and outside of the 

building.

 y Range of power: To satisfy all our customers’ 

requirements, Easynet data centres can offer rack power 

up to 32amps AC or 40amps DC.

 y Internet connectivity: Subject to accordance with RIPE 

allocation guidelines we will provide all the IP addresses 

you need to make a success of your online business.

 y Power cooling system: To maintain optimum hosting 

performance for customer equipment, all environments 

are equipped with an energy efficient, liquid-cooled air 

conditioning system.

     Why Easynet?

Easynet can support anything from small 

low power communications equipment in 

a single cabinet to high power density IT 

infrastructure with dedicated caged areas. 

We offer a remote hands and eyes service 

for customers who require our intervention 

to equipment when they are unable to get to 

site. Less frequent visits to site also delivers 

considerable cost and efficiency savings.

With network connectivity in more than 190 

countries and data centres located worldwide 

we can connect your sites wherever you are.
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The Easynet Product Portfolio

Colocation is just one of the solutions offered as part of 

our Hosting portfolio of services.  Easynet works across 

the two leading vendors in today’s Hosting space. 

Easynet is a leading global managed service provider with 

over twenty years’ experience.  

 

In addition to our Data Center solutions, our services 

include:

y Networks

y Unified Communications

y Application Performance Management

y Security

y Voice


